The University of Newcastle
Business Card – Research Higher Degree (RHD) Students

Stock: 350gsm Hanno Silk Board
Sides: Printed on one side for domestic use (clear back).
       Printed on second side only when international use is required - translation required
       (on ivory background with map).
Colour: PMS 7500C and PMS Black
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IMPORTANT – All text point sizes, leading, orientation and alignment rules that apply to the
university’s general cards also apply to these cards.

FRONT

‘Candidate for PhD’ or
‘Candidate for Masters by Research’ followed
by the year (eg. 2008) must appear.

‘Name.Surname@newcastle.edu.au’ or
‘Name.Surname@studentmail.newcastle.edu.au’
can appear in this field.

NOTE: The student email address is only
allowed if the student does not have a
‘@newcastle.edu.au’ email address.

BACK – Domestic use.

BACK – International use only.
Translation required.
EXAMPLE 1
Candidate for PhD – Version 1

TITLE NAME SURNAME
Qualifications
Candidate for PhD 2008
Faculty/Unit
School/Division
Address 1
Address 2
T +61 2 4921 0000
F +61 2 4921 0000
M +61 (0)000 000 000
Name.Surname@studentmail.newcastle.edu.au
CRICOS Provider 00109J
www.newcastle.edu.au

EXAMPLE 2
Candidate for PhD – Version 2 (alternate email address)

TITLE NAME SURNAME
Qualifications
Candidate for PhD 2008
Faculty/Unit
School/Division
Address 1
Address 2
T +61 2 4921 0000
F +61 2 4921 0000
M +61 (0)000 000 000
Name.Surname@studentmail.newcastle.edu.au
CRICOS Provider 00109J
www.newcastle.edu.au

EXAMPLE 3
Candidate for Masters by Research – Version 1

TITLE NAME SURNAME
Qualifications
Candidate for Masters by Research 2008
Faculty/Unit
School/Division
Address 1
Address 2
T +61 2 4921 0000
F +61 2 4921 0000
M +61 (0)000 000 000
Name.Surname@studentmail.newcastle.edu.au
CRICOS Provider 00109J
www.newcastle.edu.au

EXAMPLE 4
Candidate for Masters by Research – Version 2 (alternate email address)

TITLE NAME SURNAME
Qualifications
Candidate for Masters by Research 2008
Faculty/Unit
School/Division
Address 1
Address 2
T +61 2 4921 0000
F +61 2 4921 0000
M +61 (0)000 000 000
Name.Surname@studentmail.newcastle.edu.au
CRICOS Provider 00109J
www.newcastle.edu.au